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Colour chart
Roto Samba

R04.1 Grey brown, 
powder-coated

R05.5 Bronze, anodised R07.2 Traffic white, 
powder-coated

R01.1 Silver, anodised R01.3 Titanium, anodised R03.1 Brass, matt, anodised



Finding the perfect handle for each individual decorating style, with just a 
few clicks. The Roto handle configurator offers this to consulting window 
fabricators and their customers. The online service has already been ex-
tremely successful in the German and English versions and is now available 
in the languages, French, Hungarian, Polish, Dutch, Spanish and Rumanian.

To immediately display the suitable version on a screen or to Smartphone, 
just four specifications must must be made. After selecting the required 
handle series, so for example, the Roto Samba, the available versions (lock-
able, with push-button etc.), the handle colour and the material of the win-
dow frame can be set. 

 

General information
Handle configurator

With four clicks to your desired 
design element: 
The successful Roto handle 
configura tor is currently 
available in eight languages.

The direct way to the 
handle configurator.



180° 180°

45° 90°

General information
Tilt-First feature

Locking and unlocking
The key locks or unlocks the handle.
If the handle is unlocked, it can be moved freely.
Lock: Turn the key 180° counterclockwise.
Unlock: Turn the key 180° clockwise.

Tilt:
Turn the unlocked handle 90° (tilt-mode = horizontal), in order to tilt the 
window. Without the key, the handle cannot be turned and brought into the 
turn mode (vertical).

Turn:
Precondition: The handle is in the tilt-mode (horizontal) when the window is 
closed. Turn the key 45° and hold; simultaneously turn the handle 90° and 
bring the handle into the turn-mode (vertical).
Tilt-First handles should only be operated when the window is closed.
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